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Date :- 02-01-2017

To,
The Central Public Information Officer (Vigilan
0/0 DC, MSME,
7th Floor, A-Wing, Nirman Bhawan,
New Delhi-IIOI()8.
Subs- Information Under RTI Act,2005.

Respected Sir,
In the light of the commitment of the Hon'ble PM Shri.Narendra Modi
that his Govt, is not going to spare in punishing the corrupt officials, the
following information may kindly be made available to me under RTf
Act,2005 :1.

Action taken for initiating Departmental proceedings against Mr.
Ashutosh Kumar ,DGM, IDTR, Jamshedpur on account of the CBI anti
corruption wings raid in his house/office on the th October 2016 and in
view of findings as reported by the media that his assets are 90 0/0 more
than his income which has tarnished the image .of the organization.
2. Action taken to-wards suspension of Mr. Ashutosh Kumar from his
service till the CHI Case in finalized.
3. Is the official eligible to hold the post as DGM of IDTR, Jamshedpur and
GM IIC, TRTC Patna, if yes provide the details of his qualification as
well as the eligibility criteria for the said post. If no, then the reason for
position as DGM.
4. Please give me the details of his disclose property in year wise from your
department.
5. Action taken to-wards demoting Mr. Ashutosh Kumar from the post of
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ineligibility for these two posts. Under the provision of RTI Act,2005, an
Indian postal order of Rs.I0/- only is enclosed in favour of pay Accounts,
office, % DC, MSME, New Delhi.
You are requested kindly to send the above information to the following
address.
Yours Faithfully.
~

( Sudhir Choudhary )
Address :- LIG -173 Adityapur-2,P .S-RIT,
Dist.- Saraikela Kharsawa Pin-831013.
Jamshedpur,Jharkhand.

